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Beat Parkinson’s 
today: What is it?
Beat Parkinson’s Today is a program developed  
by Michelle Hespeler. The Beat Parkinson’s Today  
program is an affordable exercise class based on 
national research around the benefit of exercise to  
alleviate Parkinson’s symptoms and slow the  
progression of the disease. Every workout is  
scalable to each individual within the group class.

The Beat Parkinson’s Today program focuses on  
full functional body movements that we use in  
everyday life. Classes include a mix of Boxing and 
Functional Interval Training. Both types of exercise 
have shown to improve daily symptoms of the  
disease. Boxing involves balance, explosiveness,  
focus, strength, speed, agility. FIT circuits work on 
many skills as well and are adaptable to any fitness 
level. Our sessions use a variety of basic equipment 
such as ropes, TRX, kettle bells, punching bags,  
BOSUs, weights and medicine balls. We create  
work-outs each session specific to the group’s needs.

Participants are motivated to work hard due to the 
continuously changing work-outs. Meditation,  
breathing techniques and stretching are integral  
parts of the program. Trainers challenge each  
individual to go beyond what they think they can do. 
This extra work forces your muscles and therefore,  
your motor skills, to improve. The classes will  
encourage brain stimulation, challenge balance and 
stability and teach proper technique and form – all 
in an encouraging group setting.

You will leave the class feeling energized for your  
day. Within a few weeks of regular exercise, your 
energy level throughout the day will improve and  
you will feel your body moving better while  
performing everyday tasks.
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Please come try this life-changing program.

“If there is no challenge, there is no change.”
“I do not need easy; I just need possible.”



Results from trainer  
observations of clients  
after 6 months of  
Beat Pd classes:
(Data was collected on 5 clients  
and below are the results:)

Balance improved in all  
clients – balancing on one  
foot improved 3-6 seconds

Gait-stride length increased  
2-4 inches

Sit to Stand-all clients are  
stronger and more stable

Explosive movement-jumping, 
punching-clients can perform  
both with stronger force and  
for more repetitions

Running- faster and with  
more confidence
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testimonials:
I have never been 
pushed the way they 
do here. I need that 
and I have made 
great friends.” ST

Walking up to the 
Beat PD table in  
Boston was the  
best thing that I  
ever did. It changed 
my life.” LK 

I was diagnosed one 
month ago. I met  
Michelle and the 
group and it was 
amazing. It was  
like finding an angel 
that is looking out  
for me.”
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